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Abstract
This paper introduces fue effect of social nonns of filial obligations on household
decision-making with respect to child labor. These nonns of mutual caTe are
sustainable as an equilibrium in fue intergenerational game, even when parents are not
altruistic, thus solving fue widely discussed contracting problem á la Becker that is
supposed to explain under-investment in schooling by poor households. The existence
of such social nonn in equilibrium, however, does not induce per se fue elimination of
child labor. Technological parameters and relative retums to schooling also playa
fundamental Tole. The model yields results that are consistent with cross-country data,
in fue sense that poorer countries would have a higher incidence of child labor and
time-intensive caTe of retired parents, whereas richer countries would have negligible
child labor and would indulge in money-intensive caTe of fue old.
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Fll..IAL OBLIGA TIONS AND CHaD LABOR

To breed an animal with the right to make
promises -is not this the paradoxical problem
nature has set itselj with regard to man?

F. Nietzsche, The Genealogy 01 Morals

1. Introduction

Both the theoretical and empirical literature on child labor has grown in

recent years. The interest in the topic has increased both in the acadernic and the

policy circles. It is now well known that even when child labor takes place in normal,

non-hazardous work conditions, it has lasting effects on the economy. It affects

human capital forrnation and thus the aggregate level of human capital and

productivity, which constrains the growth possibilities of the econorny in the long

ron. From a microeconomic perspective, it affects future eamings of children --by

reducing the levels of schooling-- and may introduce "poverty traps" at the

household level. According to estimates a vast majority of working children live in

less developed economies. Child labor seems to be strongly linked to poverty.

The participation rate of children in the labor market shows its lowest level in

Europe, 0.10%. Conversely, countries like Ethiopia, Brazil, and India show

participation rates of children in the labor market at 43%, 18%, and 17%,

respectively. Even countries that are now considered as well-developed experienced

this phenomenon during the early stage of industrialization. As an example, Great

Britain showed an increase in child labor during the industrial revolution, reaching

its peak around 1870 only to steadily fatI afterwards.1 Other studies have analyzed

1 On this issue, see Basu (1999a). Galbi (1997) shows difIerent dates íor fue peak oí child labor

incidence but in a consistent way in terms oí pattern
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1979).

grow up, which may explain the incidence of child labor, even if parents are

altruistic (Baland and Robinson, 1999). Baland and Robinson (1999) algo show that

bequests and access to the credit market may induce a level of child labor that is

can be used to smooth consumption optimalIy. Two-sided altruism cannot salve the

constraints for children.

Static models assume the existence of altruism on the side of the parents.

Dynamic settings that analyze the contracting issues between parents and children

algo as sume altruism, for otherwise children or parents will never invest in each

others' well being (Baland and Robinson, 1999). It is emphasized that formal

contracts cannot be signed between parents and children, and any promise by the

children to compensate their parents in the future for higher education is a non-

credible cornmitment in those finite-time models. This paper shows that there are

implicit contracts that can be sustained ayer time, as social norms of filial obligations
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between parents and children, and that these nOrnlS can be sustained as an

equilibrium in the intergenerational interaction. The solution of such contracting

problems, it shall be shown, does not eliminate the existence of child labor.

Technological conditions that determine relative returns to human capital investment

with respect to child labor wages, as well as the interest rate and the quality of

schooling, algo playa fundamental roleo That is the first contribution of this paper to

the literature.

The informal contracts between parents and children shall be termed social

conventions or norms throughout the paper. Though the jury is still out in terms of

the empirical validity of the hypothesis of altruism within the family (see, for

example, Altonji, et. al. 1997; Parsons and Goldin, 1989; Cox and Rank, 1992), this

model shall consider parents to only care about their own consumption. This

assumption of non-altruistic has a methodological raison d'etre, namely the interest

in showing the sustainability of the social norm and the conditions for the

elimination of child labor even for the extreme case of non-altruistic parents.

Allowing parents to be altruistic would only strengthen OUT main findings.

The perspective investigated here, that of the effect of social norms on child

labor, has not been previously discussed in the literature.2 For that, an overlapping-

generations structure is used, following a setting similar to that discussed previously

in Kreps (1985), Dasgupta (1993), and Kahhat (1999).

The second part of this paper investigates alternative forms of parental care

provided by their adult children. That is, when the technology to look after retired

parents is generalized to allow children to substitute monetary transfers with their

2 For a discussion on fue interaction between social norms and economic decisions, see Basu (2000).
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own time, it shall be shown that for different parameter values (child wage, adult

wage, interest rate, and quality of schooling) the econorny shows interesting

outcomes In certain cases, no child labor and money-intensive care would be

observed; others would be characterized by high incidence of child labor and time-

intensive careo Those scenarios are consistent with an empirica! regularity: rich

countries -where the relative retums to skilled labor are higher- -show a negligible

incidence of child labor and the care of parents is money-intensive. Poor countries,

on the other hand, show time-intensive care and high levels of child labor.

Generating that regularity is the second main contribution ofthis modelo

The intuition throughout the paper comes from the fact that parents face an

intertemporal trade-off under the social norm: child labor implies more consumption

today, whereas more schooling implies more consumption during retirement if the

children are going to transfer a proportion of their higher wages to their

predecessors. In the case of the care technology that incIudes the chiIdren' s time, full

schooling increases the offspring's opportunity cost of providing time-intensive care,

which in turn explains the coexistence of no-child labor (full schooling) and money-

intensive care of parents, under specific parameter values. The type of social norm

ana1yzed here is an "equilibrium selection" norm (Basu, 1997; 2000) There is

multiplicity of equilibria.

The paper contains six sections. A brief review of the theoreticalliterature on

child labor follows. The third section discusses the importance of contracting

problems á la Becker between parents and children, as well as the relevance of social

nOrnlS that affect econornic decisions and can infornla1ly salve those contracting

problems. Section four states the social norms and social perceptions that shall

induce the sustainability of the informal contracts, describes the overlapping-
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generations setting, and shows the results in the case of a care technology that uses

only money as input. That result tells us the basic intuition and the sensitivity of

child labor to relative wages, interest rates, and changes in the quality of schooling.

In the subsequent section, the care technology is enriched to introduce the possibility

ofsubstitution between time and money to look after one's parents.

2.

Pertinent Literature

Most of the existing models that analyze child labor are of a static nature.3

Those models assume the "unitary" model of the household where there is one

decision-maker in the farnily allocating time to different activities, following the

unitary modelo They assume that parents are altruistic by introducing in their utility

function some variables related to the children's welfare (consumption, leisure, or

schooling). In the empirical ana1ysis, the substitution between quantity and quality

of children, as well as the relevance of the parents' wages and employrnent status, are

key explanatory factors of child labor supply (Rosenzweig and Evenson, 1977). The

model presented in this paper shares the feature of the unitary model, but eliminates

the altruistic assumption.

Basu and Van (1998) proposed a framework in which the possibility of

multiple equilibria is explored. Two assumptions drive their main result: the luxury

axiom and the substitution axiom. The former says that altruistic parents would send

their children to school could they atTord to do so. The latter axiom establishes that

firms can substitute adult labor for child labor in the production process. From those

two axioms, Basu and Van show the possibility of multiple equilibria in the labor

market. In one equilibrium, adult wages are high and children do not work, whereas

3 These include, for example, Rozensweig and Evenson (1977) and Basu and Van (1998). For a

thorough review ofthe literature, see Grootaert and Kanbur (1995) and Basu (1999a).
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there also exists an equilibrium where adult wages are low and children work. The

existence of multiple equilibria opens the door to permanent effects of policy

intervention. Swinnerton and Rogers (1998) show that an unequal distribution of

wealth is algo necessary for Basu and Van' s results to boldo The model below departs

from that framework, which has been discussed in paper 1

Fully dynamic modeIs have been written recently. A pioneer work is Jacoby

and Skoufias (1997), which develops a dynamic model with altruistic parents to

ana1yze the effect of income shocks on schooling attendance and labor force

participation in Semi-Arid region of India. When there is no access to formal

insurance and credit markets, children are used as a consumption-smoothing device

Negative shocks are correlated with children's low school attendance and higher

labor force participation. Here, altruism is assumed by introducing the human capital

of the children in the last penad as an argument of the utility function of the parents.

Also, 

Baland and Robinson (1999) have built a two-period model to analyze fertility

and schooling decisions, as well their welfare implications. In their model, the key

assumption is the trade-off between child labor and human capital accumulation.

Even if parents are altruistic, child labor arises because of the fact that parents can

control the child's income but not the income once she has grown up, exactly as

proposed by Becker. There is a cornmitment problem that opens the possibility of

child labor in equilibrium. The latter paper also analyzes those contracting problems

between parents and children, in an environment were bequests are allowed. The

main result consists of showing that at the corners -bequests and or savings being

zero-child labor is inefficient, in the sense that the foregone income it induces does

not equal the returns to schooling. If bequests or access to the credit market cannot

be used to smooth consumption, parents choose an inefficiently higher level of child
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work. The model developed in this paper yields results that can be contrasted with

the latter papers, in the sense that the contracting problem is solved informa11y by the

existence of the nOrIn. Also in relation to the importance of the access to credit,

Ranjan (1999a, 1999b) explores, in a dynarnic setting, the relevance of credit market

imperfections and income distribution in explaining children' s labor force

participation.

One feature is cornmon to all the papers in the literature, to wit the fact that

they neglect the role of informal institutional arrangements, like social norms. As

discussed below, these norrns of behavior that are informally enforced do indeed

have an effect on the parents' decisions. Recent work on the analysis of reciprocity

within the family, following ideas discussed previously by Dasgupta (1993), has

shown the impact of such norms on fertility decisions, human capital investment and

growth (Kahhat, 1999). The model proposed here is consistent with that same

framework proposed in Dasgupta (1993), where the norms play an equilibrium

selection role in an environment with multiple equilibria.

3.

lntra-household Contracting, Child labor, and Technology

Whenever parents make the decision of whether to send a child to school or

to work or, for that matter, at what age the child should start working, they face

different restrictions. These can be related to the financial condition of the family,

legal restrictions, social norrns, and emotions, among others. In this context, filial

obligations, as social nornls of mutual care between parents and children, may have

an etfect on the existence of child labor and its persistence. As explained above, the

literature on child labor has overlooked these issues by assuming parents are
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altruistic and have some variable related to the child's welfare as an argument of their

4own utility function.

It is now cornmon to quote Richard Dawkins, who proposed in Iñe Selftsh

Gene that altruism is not inherent to our nature. Evolutionary forces may eliminate

those altruistic feelings ayer time. Empirical research, on the other hand, has found

mixed evidence on the altruistic hypothesis within the family using data of inter.

vivos monetary transfers (parsons and Goldin, 1989; Cox and Rank, 1992; Altonji,

et. al., 1997). Altruism has to be taught, according to this view. One way in which

reciprocal care between parents and children can be leamed is by observation.

The empirical observation shows that parents do invest in the schooling of

their children. On the other hand, schooling of children is mandatory under specific

legislation. In principIe, compulsory schooling laws and regulations that restrict child

labor would not be necessary if parents did not have, under certain conditions,

incentives to send their children to work in lieu of sending them to school. T .H.

Green stated the following in bis lecture on freedom of contract in 1880:

"It was the parliament elected by a more popular suffrage in 1868
that passed, as we know, the first great education acto This act
introduced compulsory schooling.

The principIe was established once for all that parents were
not to be allowed to do as they willed with their children, if they
willed either to set them to work or to let them ron wild without
elementary education. Freedom of contract in respect of all dealings
with the labour ofchildren was so far limited." (Nettleship, 1900).

4 In a way, that can be interpreted as parents having intemalized a specific social nOnll. Another social

influence on fue parents' decisions is by stigmatizing those who send their children to work (López-
Calva, 2000).
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Green is thus implying that sending the children to work could be a rational

decision on the side of the parents --which had to be prevented by law. He was algo

stating that freedom of contract between parents and their offsprings should be

restricted. Clearly, contracts between parents and their descendants were not signed

and enforced by a court. Informal enforcement, however, can make implicit

agreements within the household sustainable. Dessy (1999) analyzes the impact of

compulsory education on child labor in a dynamic setting with altruistic parents and

concludes that such laws are likely to reduce the incidence of child work.

There is thus a view of the relationship between parents and children that sees it

as an intergenerational game of self-interested individual s, with respect to certain

economic decisions. The question then arises of whether it is possible, even under

such a framework, to explain the observed empírical regularity of mutual care

between parents and their children. If those informal contracts, which we call social

nonns, can solve the problem of potentially opportunistic behavior by descendants,

the next step is to investigate whether those norms eliminate the existence of child

labor or, in any case, under which conditions this occurs.

Becker (1993) cornments on the contracting problem stating that:

"It is easy to see why children's and parents' earnings mar be closer in
poorer families... Many poorer parents would be willing to lend their
children money to help them obtain further training if the parents
could expect to get paid back later when they are cId. But children
mar not carry out their part of the bargain, especially in highly mobile
societies where children citen live far from their parents." (Becker,
1993, p. 22)

This is what Becker (1993) and Baland and Robinson (1999) investigate: that

child labor mar arise because of that type of a contracting problem. If parents invest
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in the human capital of their children, the latter mar have an incentive to cheat and

fully intemalize the benefit of that schooling, without sharing it with their parents

when the Iatter are cid. Those contracts, however, can be shown to be sustainabIe as

informal "social norms." The "Beckerian" perspective neglects this possibility.

Dasgupta (1993) gives indeed an intuitive proof of the fact that such informal

contracts are sustainable as an equilibrium.

On the other hand, Grootaert and Kanbur (1995) mention evidence that

shows that child labor is sensitive to technological development in ways that are not

obvious and have not been analyzed carefully in the literature. Under the social

nOfffi, the fact that technological change may increase the return to schooling leads to

the result that parents would be facing a transfer in the future that is a function of the

amount of schooling they gave to their children. A priori, the sustainability of the

social nOrnl of mutual caTe shall be then reinforced by technological change.

possibility is also investigated further below.

4. The Model : Overlapping Generations and Social Perception of Parents

Consider an overlapping-generations model with agents that live for

periods: childhood, adulthood, and old-age (see figure 1). Following the unitary

model of the household, the parent shall be the decision-maker during adulthood.

During childhood, children receive schooling and food from their parents. When

adults they give birth to a child, feed her, decide on the amount of time the child

should go to work and to school, and supply their own labor inelastically in the labor

market. In the same period, they will algo decide on whether to give a transfer to

their retired parents, who cannot work during oId age. During the third period, they

retire and can only consume either from their own savings or from transfers given to

them by their then adult offspring.
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Once the child has grown up, however, the room for opportunistic behavior á la

Becker arises. The adult has to decide on whether to transfer money to her retired

parents or noto An informal intergenerational contract exists, which can onIy be

enforced through "social punishment." The social perception of the adult's decision

shall deternlÍne the optimal reaction of her own kid and thus whether she is going to

get a transfer when retired. Assume that at the beginning of history, a parent is

considered good. Let us call such an individual Adam. From that point on, adults

must decide whether to transfer money to their parents or not, which will derive in a

'social 

perception" of them. This perception is defined as follows

The Social Perception.

i) If j's parent is "good," j is considered good if and only if j gives her

parent at least a fraction q of her income.

ii) If i's parent is not good, then i shall be considered "good" regardless

of whether she transfers money to her parent or noto

According to the social perceptions just defined, every adult will always be in

either of two possible situations: having a "good" (deserving) parent or having one

that is not good

Now, it is possible to state a social norm of filial obligations, which mayor may

not be followed by the agents.

The Social Nonn:

As an adult,

i) If your paren! is "good" (deserving), give her at least q

proportion ofyour income,'
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If your parent is not "good", do as you like.5ii)

The decision of the adults of whether to follow the norm or neglect it shall

be based upon what they observed during childhood, i.e., the perception they have of

their own parents. Moreover, they shall take into account what they expect their own

child to do in the future, which is a function of their own decision today. Parents can

decide whether to be "good" or not "good."

A child requires a certain amount of consumption and, if not red at all, she would

die. Hence, under a very simple assumption, namely that the amount that is needed to

feed the child is lower than then mínimum of the child wage and the discounted

value of the transfer under the nortn, non-altruistic parents will always feed their

children. The parents can get higher consumption during the current penad if the

child works and higher consumption during old age if the child goes to school and

transfers money to them. Hence, it is rational for the parents to feed the child. The

question investigated below is whether the social norrn can be sustained as an

equilibrium in the intergenerational game and what effect that has on schooling and

child labor decisions.

4.1 Technology and the Problem of the Firms

In arder to capture the relevance of technology to the incidence of child labor

under the social norm, the model assumes a technology similar to that in Galor and

Weil (1996). There are three inputs: physical capital, physicallabor, and "mental"

5 This is exactly fue type of norm discussed in Dasgupta (1993). An application to fue analysis of

fertility, schooling, and growth, with altruistic parents, can be found in Kahhat (1999). Dasgupta
(1993) requires fue children to punish undeserving parents in order for them to be considered as
deserving. The specification here simplifies fue possible histories ofthe game at each point in time.
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labor.6 The assumption is that children posses only physicallabor, whereas the adults

potentially have both physical labor and "mental" labor, human capitall.e.

accumulated through schooling. Technological change affects the retum of "mental"

labor, without having an effect on the retum to physical labor, favoring the relative

return ofthe former. There are m firms in the econorny.

The technology is specified as follows:

+ BL pt

Where y is output, Lm and Lp are units of mental and physical labor,

respectiyely, A(t) is a parameter of technological progress that changes ayer time, B

is a constant, and the time period is denoted by t.7 For the sake of simplicity, it shall

be assumed that the economy is open to capital flows and therefore the interest rate is

determined at the intemationallevel, assumed to be fixed and equal to r. Under this

frarnework, the wages for units of physicallabor and units of "mental" labor can be

obtained and they will be equal to their marginal products, denoted by wp and wm,

respectively.

F ollowing the traditional model of overlapping generations, the problem of

the firms is solved, every period, as:

max ll=Y -w L -w L - r'v
L L K I P pl mI mI ~I
M' P'

O~r~l

6 Physicallabor can be interpreted as pure "force", whereas mental labor is related to acquired skills

and, in general, human capital.
7 Galor and Weil (1996) use fue same inputs in a CES production function.
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Physical capital, can be expressed in efficiency units of "mental" labor, as
K t Also, using the latter expression, wages and the return to capital arek t = A(t)L:-

given by:

w - Bp-
(1)

(2)

(3)

Wmt = (l-r)A(t)kr

r = r*r-1

The environrnent is competitive, so profits vanish in equilibrium. Given the

assumption that the interest rate r is constant and deterrnined by the intemational

rnarket, k will also be fixed, as follows frorn (3). Frorn (1) and (2), as the econorny

shows technological improvement --changes in the parameter A that increases

productivity, the retum to "mental" labor increases, whereas the retum to physical

labor remains constant. The existence of saving s justifies the existence of capital in

the model, in the sense that parents' saving s are converted into physical capital. This

is important because saving s are an alternative way of consumption-smoothing for

parents.

Under the assumption that children sha11 transfer money to their parents when

they reach adulthood, the technological improvement increases the relative retum of

investing in a child's schooling with respect to the return of sending the child to

work, at a given discount rate.8 The overlapping generations structure is exploited to

analyze the sustainability of the social norrn but there is no growth in this economy.

8 In Galor and Weil (1996) fue assumption is that women have only "mental" labor while men have

both physical and "mental" labor. Accumulation oí physical capital and technological change both
affect fue returns to mental labor positively, which is used to explain fue reduction oí fue wage gender
gap over time.
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The effect of different levels of physical capital on the relative retums to human

capital shall be investigated in a comparative statics fashion.

4.2 The Problem of the household

Consider an econorny with n identical households. Each household has

preferences represented by a logarithmic utility from consumption in both periods.

Let us as sume the utility is algo time-separable, so that the problem of the

representative agent consists of maximizing

Max U(C:,C:+1) = Inc:+plnc:+1
c' el.ls',- -

i i« h i ) (1 i+1 )S.t. Ct+S -Wmt +Wp +Wp -e

C:+1 ~s:R

O~ei+1~1

O ~ Si

(4)

(5)

Here, c; gives us the adult consumption for generation i at time t, fJ denotes the

subjective discount factor, and R = (l+r) is the gross interest rateo The restriction (4)

states that consumption and saving s together cannot exceed the income generated by

the household. The sources of such income are the wages eamed by the adult

himself: Wm per unit of human capital h" plus wp, the amount earned from the

provision of physicallabor. The wages earned by the child are algo added as Wp per

unit of time that the child worked instead of going to school (this amount of time is

1- ei+l = ai+l, normalizing total available time of child to one). The assumption here,

as explained, is that children posses only physicallabor, while adults have "mental"

labor in addition to that, given by their level of human capital. The restriction (5)
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says that the consumption during old age cannot exceed the saving s amount plus

accrued interest. The fact that savings are assumed to be non-negative incorporates

the borrowing constraints into the model, as in Baland and Robinson (1999) and

Ranjan (1999a, b). Relaxing that constraint would be unrealistic, though it could

reduce the amount of child labor in equilibrium.

Assume now that the norm exists and the individual has a parent who has been

good. That could barren at any point in time. The individual could choose whether

to give a positive transfer to her parent or not, considering the social perception of

her that the decision would trigger. The second constraint (4) in the problem above

becomes c:+si~(I-qi)twmthi +wp)+wp(l-ei+1) , which tells us that the amount left

to the adult after a transfer of a fraction q! of income to her parent has to be enough

to cover their own consumption and savings, Si. On the other hand, her income in

old age would now be:

i < i+1 J,. hi+1 ) (1 i+2 )\. iRCt+1-q ~Wmt+1 +Wp +Wp -e f+-St

which corresponds to the sum of the amount received as a transfer from her

offspring, plus the savings during adulthood including interest.

Two more things have to be specified, namely the function that tells us how

human capital is accumulated --the production function of human capital-- and the

minimum transfer specified by the norm. These two restrictions complete the adult's

problem:

hi+1 = ha +eia (6)

qi ~ q ~ a (7)
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The production of human capital says that there is a given endowment, ha, to

which more human capital can be added through schooling The specification

establishes diminishing marginal returns to schooling, for the parameter a E (0,1)

The latter parameter shall be interpreted as the "quality" of schooling.

Tbe Equilibrium

The above environment leads to a description of an econorny with a rnarket

for physical labor and a market for mental labor, as well as a market for capital

is a homogeneous good, but tbis market clears when the other three clear,

invoking Walras' law The fuII specification of the competitive equiIibrium is the

following:

De/inition: A sequence ofallocations: (K*,Lpt*,L mt*,e*,q*,s*) for t~O,l and

a sequence of price vectors (w p*, Wmt*,R*) for t=O,l, , constitute a competitive

equilibrium in this economy if the following conditions simultaneously hold, at

every t

(i) The vector(K*,L:t,L:t) satisfies the optimality conditions for the firmo

(ii) The vector (e*,q*,s*) satisfies the individual optimality conditions.

The markets clear, i.e., (w p*, wmt*,R*) are such that,

Physical Labor Market: m L* pt = (2 -e*) n

Mental Labor Market: mL*mt =ht n

Capital Market: mK * -[ns(r) * + f(r)] = O, where f is the external flow of

capital (either inflow or outflow)
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There is, however, a strategic element to this equilibrium on the side of the

agents. As shown below, without a social norm the equilibrium would reflect a

standard competitive equilibrium. When the norm is imposed as a social restriction

that appears as a constraint in the problem of the agents, equilibria with such social

norrn being sustained shall emerge, when abiding by such a norm is incentive

compatible for all the agents. The strategic decision for adult i, in terms of the norm,

is 10 choose

[4*!parent's type, E(q*i+l)]

Which is the optimal amount to be transferred to the parent, given the

perception he has of rus own parent (parent's type: good or not good), and the

expected optimal response ofhis daughter.

Equilibrium with no transfers

Suppose an adult chooses not to transfer money to her parent. That would

trigger an equilibrium norm where the transfer is zero for the next generations, as

specified in the next resulto The result is as follows:

Proposition 1: There exists an equilibrium in which the social norm implies no

transfers lo Ihe relired parenls. In such an equilibrium, parenls will have no

incentives to invest in the schooling for their child. (e * =0, q*=O).

Proof: See Appendix

This result is consistent with the discussion in Becker (1993) and Baland and

Robinson (1999). If adults expect their children not to transfer money to them when
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old, the best response is to send them to work because in that way they can extract

full consumption gains in that periodo Hence, along this equilibrium path, full child

labor occurs.

Given the preferences, individual s will save a constant fraction, rp =

their income. Consumption and saving s are thus given by:

Si * = rp( W mthO + 2w p)

c: * = (1- rp)(wmthO + 2w p)

c:+! * = rpR(w mtho + 2w p)

Equilibrium norm with transfers

There are equilibria in which the norm implies positive transfers. Moreover,

the social norm can generate incentives to invest in schooling even by purely non-

altruistic parents, reducing the level of child labor.

Let us define the family income at time t as: ~ when children in all

generations receive a positive amount of schooling in equilibrium, ei * Vi. Then,

~ =wmt(ho +ei *a)+wp[l+(l-ei+l*)]

wLet us also define (J)t = mt , the relative retum to mental labor with respect
w

p

to physicallabor.9 Also, define

-
l-a

8=1

~
Wp

9 Thus, (J)t+] =
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The second proposition can thus be stated:

Proposition 2: There exists a Nash equilibrium, under the norm, that involves

positive transfers, qi = ¡¡ ~ O. This will be the outcome ofthe interaction under the

following condition.

Moreover, on the equilibrium path parents shall always be good; and the investment

in schooling is positive. Ihe resulting optimallevel o/ child labor (ai+l * ) will be.

1- 00)t+11=; (> O) ifai+l*=

lO

if

Proof: See Appendix 1

The specification of the environment in terms of technology, as well as OUT

assumption that there is an open market for capital, implies that the demand for

mental labor would be perfectly elastic at the competitive wage, and physical labor

would be remunerated at its marginal productivity. That allows to state the

proposition in terms wages, which shall be deterrnined by exogenous parameters:

parameters related to technology, including the productivity shifter in the production

function, A(t), the marginal productivity oflabor, B, and the gross interest rate, R.

The condition in Proposition 2 has a clearly intuitive interpretation. It tells us that

abiding by the norm with positive transfers is a Nash equilibrium if the benefit doing

so is at least as high as the costo The casi of abiding by the nOrnl consists of the sum

of the forgone child labor wages the parent incurs by giving the child optimal
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schooling, added to the amount they actually transferred to their retired parents. The

benefit, on the other hand, is simply the discounted value of the transfer that the adult

will be considered deserving, which triggers an optimal response of the child that

involves a transfer.

invest in schooling for their children. This is so because of the social perceptions

actions trigger on others, concretely their children. There are two possible

histories of the game at each point in time: either the adult's parent is good or not

good. In the former case, under the conditions given above, parents shall always

choose to be good and abide by the norrn. In the latter case, they shall make a gain

by not giving a transfer to their parents and still being considered good, but in arder

to maxirnize the return from their children' s transfer, the optimal amount of

schooling shall be positive.lO In equilibrium, however, no parent would choose to be

considered not good, for that would go against her own interest.

Comparative Statics

Implications on the incidence of child labor can be inferred by implementing

a simple comparative statics exercise.

Proposition 3: Under the social norm, there will be a reduction in the incidence o/

child labor when at least one of the following occurs:

i) The quality o/ schooling, a, increases,

ii) Ihe relative wage oi mental labor, a), increases;

10 The social perception of an adult not giving a transfer to a no! good retired parent is good. Thus, her

child's best response is to give her a transfer in order to preserve a good social perception. In this
manner, the scenario goes back to an equilibrium with positive transfers.
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iii) ]he interest rate, R, decreases; and

iv) ]he transfer specified under the norm, as a proportion of household income,

q, increases.

Proof: This can be easíly verífied by taking partíal derívatíves of a *i with respect to

the relevant parameters.

Thus, even in a world of non-altruistic parents, a social norm of filial

obligations allows a reduction/abolition of child labor as the econorny develops via

innovations of technologies (which increases the mental labor wage) and

improvement in the educational system

The results so far would be valid onIy for the case of filial obligations that are

fulfilled through that simple technology: that in which caTe is provided through

monetary transfers. However, time is a very important input for care, especially in

developing countries. Parents are looked-after by their children during old age not by

exclusively transferring money, but by allowing them to live in same household and

spending time with them. A CaTe technology that allows for such a possibility is thus

needed. That is the motivation of the more general setting developed in the following

section.ll

5.

Time as an Alternative Input for Care

In this section, we introduce the notion that parents, when cid, consume a

composite commodity, termed "care", The care that an adult of generation i provides

11 There are economies of scale to be exploited by creating extended households. There are also

benefits by using fue old parent's time to take care of children in fue family. Those situations are not
analyzed here. Dasgupta (1993) discusses fue fact that in pOOl environments retired parents move to
their children's homes and require time-intensive careo
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to their parents of generation (i-l) consists oftwo inputs: monetary transfers (goods):

Z:+\ and time: vi. The caTe technology is defined as follows: 12

( i i) i i
gZt+l'V =Zt+lV

There is thus partial substitution between the two inputs. This specification

measures consumption of care in monetary terms. Also, it has the property that

increases in one ofthe input s also increase the marginal utility ofthe other. 13

The social norm is specified as before, though the restriction on the transfer

requires now a certain amount of care, which can be provided by money (goods) or

time (foregone income). Under tbis setting, consistent with the latter interpretation,

the norm is imposed as a proportion ofthe househoId fuII wage14,

With this new specification of care technology, the analog of the adult's problem

in section 2.4 consists of maximizing the same utility function, choosing the vector

(c;, si, z;, v;, ei + 1) , subject to the constraint that states that her consumption,

savings, and money transfer to parents cannot exceed total income, part of which is

reduced by the time providingspent the retiredtocace parent,

c:+si+z:~(wmthi +wp)(l-Vti)+wp(l-ei+l), as well as the constraint that specifies the

possibiIities of consumption during oId age, incIuding income from savings, and

consumption of care provided by the descendant, c:+1 ~ Z:+1 v::: +(1 + R)Si Also, the

minimum amount of care provision specified by the norm is considered as a

restriction -valued in terms of consumption of goods, z:vti~O(wmthi +2wp)' The

parent expects that being "good" will trigger a response with positive transfers in the

12 The "care" technology uses fue same inputs as fue fixed-proportions technology proposed in Galor

and Weil (1995).
13 That is, if fue daughter increases fue time spent with fue parent, fue marginal utility of every dallar

transferred to him also increases.
14 Household fuIl wage is defined as fue sum of adult fuIl wage and child fuIl wage.
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before,same andway as there non-negativityare

constraints, O~ei+l ~l, O~v::: ~l, and o ~ o ~ 1

be contrasted with the possible deviations when proving the sustainability of the

norm.

5.1 Tbe Equilibrium

The competitive equilibrium is defined as follows.

Definition: An allocation: (K * L* L* * * * *
, pt' mt,a,Z, v ,s ) and a price vector

(Wp*,Wmt*,R*) constitute a competitive equilibrium in this economy ifthe following

conditions simultaneously hold, at every t:

(i) The vector(K.,L:t,L:t) satisfies the optimality conditions of the firm's

problem.

(ii) The vector (s.,a.,z., v.,e.) satisfies the individual optimality conditions, for

every adulto

The markets clear, i.e., (w p*, wm¡*,R*) are such that,

Physical Labor Market: m L. pt = (1 + a.) n

Mental Labor Market: mL*mt =hn

Capital Market: mK* -[ns* (r)+ef(r)} = O, where ef is the externa! flow of

capital (either inflow or outflow).

Next, we will define the family income at time t when children in all

generations receive a positive arnount of schooling in equilibrium, ei * Vi as ~
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) + W p ](1- vi *) + W p (1- ei+l *)

U sing this definition of potential farnily income, and the same definition of (Ot

as above, the conditions for the social norm of mutual care to be sustained as an

equilibrium and its effect on child labor can be expressed as follows.

Proposition 4: Abiding by the social norm, that is, an adult oi generation i giving a

transler 01 e (w mthi + 2w p) to her retired parent, is a Nash equilibrium lor all

generations under the following condition.

Moreover, on the equilibrium path parents shall always be good; and investment in

schooling is positive. The resulting optimallevel o/ child labor (ai+l* ) will be:

-
l-a

<1
i+1. -a -

~~
R

-
l-a

if ~l

Proof: See Appendix

The interpretation of the condition is consistent with the discussion in

Proposition 2. It requires that the benefits the adult gets from following the norm are

greater than the costo The benefit is the discounted value of the transfer that they will

receive when retired, whereas the cost is the reduction in the expenditures due to the

transfer they provide to their retired parents. The latter includes the monetary value

of time and goods, as well as the foregone income for sending the child to school

The decisions in terms of whether to offer time-intensive care or money-

intensive care shall be given by the relative prices, and thus shall be influenced by
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technological change. This can be seen by looking at the equilibrium level of time-

care provided to oId parents, v:', which is

It is clear that the optimal level of time care decreases as the mental to

physical wage ratio increases.

The level of human capital also has an effect on the optimal fonn of parental

careo An increase in either the quantity or quality of schooling will add more human

capital to the child when he grows up and thus induce the adult to substitute time-

intensive care with money-intensive careo

Under the norm, higher retums to mental labor vía technologícal change over

time would induce a lower level of child labor and more money-intensive care,

which is the case in the developed economies, where care provided by descendants is

money-intensive (see Altonji, et. al., 1997). Poor countries, on the other hand, show

more child labor (lower level of schooling) and relatively time-intensive CaTe, which

is also consistent with the modelo Whether an economy is in one situation or the

other depends upon specific parameter values: interest rates, relative retum to skilled

labor with respect to unskilled labor, and the quality of schooling
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5.2 Comparative Statics

The incidence of child labor shall not only depend upon the existence of the

norm, but algo upon the parameter configuration in the economy. This is surnmarized

in the next Proposition.

Proposition 5: Under the social norm, there will be a reduction in the incidence 01

child labor when at least one of the following occurs.

i) The quality 01 schooling, a, increases;

n) ]he relative wage o/ mental labor, OJ, increases;

iii) ]he interest rafe, R, decreases; and

iv) The monetary va/ue of the transfer specified by the norm, measured by the

proportion (), increases.

Proof: Simple partial derivatives of a *i with respect to the relevant parameters.

Proposition 5 tells liS that generalizing the forro of parental care does not alter

the implication for the incentives of the parents to send their children to work, even

under the norm. This result is very important, for it establishes that the solution to

contracting problem between generations through social norms of mutual caTe,

norms that are sustained in equilibrium, does not eliminate the incidence of child

labor in itself. In that sense, Becker (1993) and Baland and Robinson (1999) only

Technological conditions andpartially explain the causes of this phenomenon.

relative prices, which may change during the development process, have to also

satisfy specific conditions
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6. Concluding Remarks

econorny, rnay explain differences in the observed incidence of child labor and

schooling.

be solved if the norms of mutual care are informally enforced in equilibrium. These

social norrns do not have to be internalized in the preferences. Though there are

multiple equilibria, an empirically relevant equilibrium is the one that is rationalized

in this modelo It is an observed regularity that adults do take care of their parents and

invest in their children's schooling in different countries and under different

conditions. Altruism, often assumed in arder to obtain the desired result,

required in this model in which there are purely self-interested individuals. The

social norm plays an "equilibrium selection" roleo The idea has been used, in a

different context, by Kreps (1985), and in similar contexts by Dasgupta (1993), and

Kahhat (1999).

We have shown that, under the social norm of intergenerational reciprocity,

as the economy experiences technological innovation and the retum to human capital

relative to physical labor increases, child labor is reduced and retired parents are

looked-after in a money-intensive fashion. When the care technology allows for time

and monetary transfers (goods) as input s, the model yields results that are consistent
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with cross-country empírical evídence:
poor countries --countries with lower

more child labor and time-intensive care of retired parents.

parameters of the economy to describe the evolution of child labor ayer time, under

parameters.
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Figure 1
Description of the Overlapping Generations Structure
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Appendix

Proof of Results

Al.

Proof of Proposition 1

When there is no social nOrnl, the problem ofthe adult will be:

Max
ci ei+l si qit' "

s.t.

O~ei+l~l

o ~ si

Clearly, without the norro that imposes qi > q, the adults will optimally

choose not to send any transfers to the retired parent: qi = O. The utility function is

Thus the above problem will simplify to:consumption.

Max
ci ei+l si qi(' "

S.t. ci+si<w hi +w +w ( l-ei+l )t -mI P P

i < i RCt+l-s

O~ei+l~l

o ~ si

.

in schooling
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A2. Proof of Proposition 2

The goal here is to obtain the pararneter restriction under which the parents

will have incentives to abide by the nOrnl on the assumption that all other

generations do so. This can be done simply by comparing the indirect utility function

under the case when the parents abide by the nOrnl (~) with the case when they

problem:

Max
ci ei+l si q l

{' "

s.l C:+Si~(l- qi)fWmthi +wp) +wp(l- ei+1)}

ci <qi+1íw hi+1+w )+w (1-ei+2)\ siR
t+1- ~ mt+1 P P j+-

hi+1 = ha +ea

qj ~q

O~ej+l~l

o ~ Si

First, note that the adult from generation i will choose the level of transfer: qi

to be equal to the minimum amount required by the norm: qi = q, since the marginal

utility of qi is strictly negative.

By solving for the first arder conditions and combining them, the following

results obtain:

-L
a-l(1- (j)(1 + r)wp

a qw mt+l
i+l* -e -

.~
( l- q- )íw hi *+w ) +w (1-ei+1 )}- q-J,w hi+l *+w )+w (1-ei+2)S' = 1-" ~ mi P P ~ ml+1 P P

(1 + fJ)R
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i * 1- q 171' q
Ct = -"t +

l+p (1 + P)R'W;+1

ci * = ~3lw: +-.!!!Lw
t+1 l+p t l+p t+1

Note that this result implies that the introduction of the norm induces parents

to invest in a positive amount of schooling ei+1 * > O

Next, Va can be obtained by solving the parent's problem when he deviates

from the nOrIn. The deviation implies two things:

i) The transfer to the current adult's parent would be zero,

notwithstanding the fact the father was good according to the rule of

social perception.

ii) Given that the daughter of the current adult shall consider him not

good after that action, the transfer next period sha11 be zero, which

makes it optimal for the adult not to invest in schooling of the child.

Hence, the problem of the adult that deviates becomes,

Afax:U(c:,c:+l) = Inc:+fJlnc:+l
Cl SIt'

hi + 2ws.t.
mi p

ci i
t+l~sR

o ~ si

(the adult) isthe human capital of the decision-makerNote that

hi = ho + ei *a since the assumption is that parents of all other generations are

abiding by the narro. Thus, from the above two problems we can obtain the two

indirect utility functions:
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Wmt(ho +ei *a)+2Wp
¿-

1+/3

Va = In + f31n
1+/3

W(1 + /3) 1+1
V¡ = In[!=I ~ + ---'L- w ]+ p ln[~!-=il w: +-lLl+p (l+P)R 1+1 l+P 1

Vi> Va onIy if

equilibrium.

consider only the latter case.

Suppose the parent of the current adult is not good. Then the social norm tells

the adult that whatever transfer she gives to this not good parent (including a zero

transfer), the social perception shall make her child consider her as good. It is

optimal for the adult to then give a zero transfer to the not good parent.

The optimal response of her child in the next penad, under the condition

given above, is to give a transfer to bis good parent (otherwise, he would trigger a

zero transfer ofhis own child). In arder to maximize the returns from the transfer, the

adult shall choose a positive amount of schooling. Thus, on the equilibrium path,
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parents shall always be good and schooling shall always be positive under the norrn,

under the given condition. .

AJ. Proof of Proposition 4

The basic idea of this proof is the same as in the proof of Proposition 2. The

goal is to obtain the condition under which the parents have incentives to abide by

the norrn. Before obtaining the indirect utility function under the norrn, it is

necessary to first analyze the optimal forrn of parental careo

Let Vti E [0,1] be the amount oftime, z: be the amount ofgoods spent by the

adults of generation i to take care of their old parents, and z: v ti be the final

composite good produced by adults by combining their time and goods.

The problem of an adult of generation i will then be:

..Afa~ .lnc: +fJlnc:+ 1
cl Si zl Vi el + 1t' , t' t'

s.t.

ci+si+zi«w hi+w )(l-vi)+w (l-ei+l)t t -mt p t P

i < i i+1 R i
Ct+1-Zt+1Vt+1+ s

hi + l=hO+ei + la

ziv i>B (w hi + 2w )t t -mt p

zi+1vi+1>B(w hi+1 +2w )t + 1 t + 1- mt + 1 p

O~ei + 1~1

O<vi + 1 <1-t+1-

--
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concluded that the social constraintnorm binds:
pJ,

The interior solution thisto problem ís: and

Note that, under the norm, there will be no

comer solution where v; * = O. Thus all adults provides at least some amount of time

careo

-L
a-}

*
Ri+le

w
() mt+l

-a

Wp

*
Si

.* B(w hi+1 *+2w )
Cl = mt+1 P+
t (1 + P)R

l+p
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.* /3 (}(w hi+l * +2w )
Cl = -mt+1E-.+
t+l 1+/3

l+p

s.t.

o ~ si

*a
Thus, from the above two problems ofthe adult we obtain:

*a

)+2Wp}

.*a

)+2wp

T+7i

l+p
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*a
e

)+2wp *

~ =ln --
(1 + P)R

W Zi
t-
1+ fJ

-

*a
po. )+2wp *

+ fJln

~1 

+tit

By comparing Va and V;, we attain the condition specified in Proposition 4,

which is the incentive compatibility condition. This establishes that abiding by the

norm is a Nash equilibrium under the specified parameter restriction.

The sarne line of reasoning as in proposition 3 gives the result that on the

equilibrium path parents shall always be good and there shall be a positive amount of

schooling.

.
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